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Call for Projects 

 

Competition 

 

Creatives for Vienna   

#worldoftomorrow #calltoaction #viennagoesahead 

 

7,000 euros for the implementation of concepts 

With Creatives for Vienna, we received over 700 ideas from Vienna's creative industries − including 

concepts for the use of public space, collaborative work, local production and sustainable business. 

Atypical cooperations and new business models were developed in a fast-track process. With 

collaborative action at the centre, the submitted ideas clearly reflected Vienna's future viability and 

innovation potential. 

Creativity and design have the greatest impact when they can be linked to reality: the development 

of ideas and visions is just as important as their implementation. Providing the framework for this is 

a core task of the Vienna Business Agency.  

With Creatives for Vienna this year, we focus on the realisation and further development of 

concepts.  

The establishment of newly defined spaces, worlds of experience, production processes and 

associated new business models is the next step.  

For this, we are awarding implementation grants of 7,000 euros per project. 

 

Focus: Future Communities 

The ongoing pandemic has once again shown us how important it is to maintain, develop and 

establish a diverse community and foster collective intelligence. 

This is why Creatives for Vienna II focuses on the topic of "Future Communities". Questions such 

as: How and where can networking and collective creative activity take place in the future?, Which 

innovations and exnovations in the analogue and digital fields respond to the new needs of our 

society? and Which design measures open up new possibilities for social interaction in the city? are 

at the centre of attention. 

We invite all Viennese creatives, visionaries and thinkers to participate in this competition of 

implementation. The further development and implementation of projects from the first round of the 

Creatives for Vienna I ideas competition can also be submitted.  

https://viennabusinessagency.at/creative-industries/competitions/creatives-for-vienna-1/
https://viennabusinessagency.at/creative-industries/competitions/creatives-for-vienna/
https://viennabusinessagency.at/creative-industries/competitions/creatives-for-vienna-1/themen-impulsfragen/
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We welcome submissions from the following fields: 

● design & fashion 

● media & publishing 

● animation, film & music industry 

● architecture & city planning 

● multimedia, games & app development 

● the art market 

 

Duration of the competition: 1 March to 8 June 2021 

 

 

Topics & questions for inspiration 

● Future Spaces  

Where are new communicative spaces possible and how can the city be redesigned as a 

modern action space for all residents? What role does public space play in this? Which 

concepts for activating vacancies and interim use create affordable space? How can the 

city keep moving? 

 

● Future Production  

How can production cycles be rethought and implemented in the city? What role do 

material innovations and co-creation play in this? How can untapped resources be used 

and recycled in terms of a circular system? What long-term, sustainable solutions can be 

developed with regard to infrastructure, distribution and organisation? Which new ways of 

thought and behaviour are needed? 

 

● Future Experiences  

How can new requirements and knowledge exchange be made practicable in education 

and the work environment? How do we establish knowledge and network thinking that 

cannot be googled? Which cooperative, prosocial models for work, leisure and life planning 

are conceivable? Which approaches to inclusive and communal development are available 

to us with regard to sharing resources, experiences, spaces and responsibilities? 

 

● Future Generations  

How can we achieve a child-friendly city? Which intelligent combinations of offers for 

parents and children create balance in everyday life? Which intermediate spaces enable 

encounters between the generations? How can space for children and young people in 

public space be designed as places of community, recreation and retreat? How can 

children move around the city safely and self-empowered? 

 

  

https://viennabusinessagency.at/creative-industries/competitions/creatives-for-vienna-1/themen-impulsfragen/
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Submission 

Submissions can be made following registration at https://wirtschaftsagentur.at/login via the online 

submission form from 1 March 2021 on an ongoing basis until 8 June 2021.  

The evaluation of the submissions by the jury takes place in three rounds. This allows us to 

continuously approve support for submissions. The time of submission can be individually chosen 

by the submitters. 

 1st submission deadline: Tuesday, 6 April 2021; 1:00 pm 

 2nd submission deadline: Tuesday, 11 May 2021; 1:00 pm 

 3rd submission deadline: Tuesday, 8 June 2021; 1:00 pm 

The following must be uploaded 

● a project image (photo or artwork to illustrate the concept)  

Format: 700x700 px, max. 10 MB, JPG or PNG 

 

And 

 

● a concept paper including the following data: 

o Project title 

o Submitter (company name, association name and/or submitting person) 

o CV of the project team or company profile (max. 500 characters) 

o Description of the project (max. 800 characters) 

o Relevance to the call for proposals, especially for the topic "Future Communities" 

(max. 500 characters) 

o Description of the network: existing and/or aspired partnerships (max. 300 

characters) 

o Explanation of the planned implementation steps (max. 500 characters) 

o Timetable of the planned implementation steps 

o Cost estimate of the planned implementation steps and intended use of the 

implementation grant 

o Project visualisation incl. credits 

o Further links, incl. link to an explanatory video (optional) 

 

Format: DIN A4, max. 6 pages, max. 10 MB, PDF 

 

 

We are happy to answer questions about the submission at 

creativeindustries@wirtschaftsagentur.at 

 

 

 

https://viennabusinessagency.at/creative-industries/competitions/creatives-for-vienna-1/einreichung-jury/
https://wirtschaftsagentur.at/login
mailto:creativeindustries@wirtschaftsagentur.at
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Jury 

The submissions are selected by an independent jury and experts from the Vienna Business 

Agency, who evaluate the competition entries according to these criteria: 

● Qualification and professionalism of the submitters 

● Creative quality 

● Feasibility 

● Potential for change and activation 

● Synergies for the City of Vienna 

● Sustainability 

● Relevance for the call for proposals, especially for the focus topic "Future Communities" 

 

Positively evaluated entries selected by the jury will receive an implementation grant in the 

amount of 7,000 euros per project. 

 

A maximum of 140 jury awards are available. 

 

The general terms and conditions of the Creatives for Vienna II competition can be found on our 

website. 

 

Additional support for the next steps 

With our team of in-house and independent experts, we work together to help implement the 

awarded concepts.  

 

We provide networking: Together with the DNA.club, we are awarding additional prizes to 24 

projects in the special category "Disco" (disco lat. = I learn): Disco is an offer for participants with a 

strong and long-term commitment to common thinking, experimentation and cross-disciplinary 

work. The award-winning projects will be supported by entrepreneurs, experts and rock stars of all 

genres in their further development through sparring and matchmaking. 

 

We promote further development: With our Founders Lab – Creative Industries we provide you 

with individual coaching from experts, networking and support in the further development of 

products and services as well as the associated business models in 5 thematic blocks. 

 

We create visibility: As part of our cooperation with the radio station Ö1 initiative Reparatur der 

Zukunft – Das globale Casting neuer Ideen (Repairing the Future – The Global Casting of New 

Ideas). Ö1 is looking for innovative ideas, concepts or implemented projects that are working on 

solutions for tomorrow's society.  

 

Were you able to build on the support of the community? Can you provide pictures of the first 

implementation steps already? 

https://viennabusinessagency.at/creative-industries/competitions/creatives-for-vienna-1/einreichung-jury/
https://viennabusinessagency.at/creative-industries/competitions/creatives-for-vienna-1/naechste-schritte/
https://www.dnadasneuearbeiten.com/
https://www.dnadasneuearbeiten.com/rockstars/
https://viennabusinessagency.at/startup-and-grow/founders-lab-creative-industries/
https://oe1.orf.at/collection/666743
https://oe1.orf.at/collection/666743
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We activate: In our public online voting, award-winning projects can receive additional audience 

awards. Activate your communities to vote for your project and your shared experiences via 

viennabusinessagency.at in Q4 2021. The projects with the highest number of votes will receive 

our audience awards. 

 

 

Contact persons 

Project lead 

Elisa Stockinger 

stockinger@wirtschaftsagentur.at 

+43 1 25200 757 

 

Project coordination 

Birgit Huber 

huber@wirtschaftsagentur.at 

+43 1 25200 753 

 

 

We are happy to answer questions about the submission at 

creativeindustries@wirtschaftsagentur.at 

 

https://viennabusinessagency.at/
mailto:stockinger@wirtschaftsagentur.at
mailto:huber@wirtschaftsagentur.at
mailto:creativeindustries@wirtschaftsagentur.at

